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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1486154A1] Soft-close hinge system for softening the motion of respectively a seat or a cover of a toilet seat by the help of a spring (8)
said system comprising: an axis (6) and at least one hinge mechanism associated to said axis (6) said hinge mechanism comprising: a first strap
(3) mounted respectively, to the seat or the cover, a second strap (4) mounted respectively, to the cover or the seat, a hinge translator (5) and said
spring (8), which spring (8) is installed between the second strap (4) and the hinge translator (5), said hinge translator (5) being rotationally fixed
while being free to move linearly along the axis (6), whereby said axis (6) has a slot, said slot being used for said fixing for rotational movement
of said hinge translator (5); and said hinge translator (5) has a helical end fitted to a helical edge of the first strap (3), whereby in use the dropping
velocity of respectively, the seat or the cover is decreased as said helical end in connection with said helical edge translates the rotational movement
of the first strap (3) into linear motion such that the spring (8) is squeezed by the hinge translator (5). <IMAGE>
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